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NEGOTIATING DISARMAMENT: STRATEGIES FOR TACKLING
WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE IN PEACE PROCESSES

Negotiating Disarmament explores issues surrounding
the planning, timing and techniques of violence reduction, weapons control and disarmament, demobilisation
and reintegration activities in the processes of peacemaking: negotiations, agreements, implementation
strategies. Through expert meetings, specific peace
process reviews, perception studies, interviews and
analysing experiences over the last two decades, as well
as drawing upon the HD Centre’s own operational
engagements, it aims to:
• Provide practical and accessible guidance on weapons
control, DDR and violence reduction and prevention to those actively engaged in peace-making,
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including mediators, government officials, armed
groups, donors, civil society and UN officials;
• Demystify DDR, weapons control and violence
reduction strategies through identifying patterns
and trends, and lessons over time;
• Identify and describe common obstacles faced in
addressing arms issues in peace processes, and suggest
ways these may be tackled; and
• Contribute to the generation of analysis and the
building of linkages within the violence reduction
and prevention, peace-making, peace-building, conflict resolution, and arms control communities.
For more information, go to www.hdcentre.org.
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INTRODUCTION

P

eace processes are renowned for their many
twists and turns, moods and opaque terrain.
Within them, matters related to weapons and
violence have a paradoxical status: at once the subject
of intense anxiety and attention, yet frequently duly
ignored. Reflections on Guns, Fighters and Armed Violence
in Peace Processes represents a rich collection of voices
and experiences, and seeks to contribute to a growing
debate about holistic response to these matters in peace
processes. It is the first of a two-part series bringing
together first-hand accounts and careful observations
from individuals with diverse connections to peace
processes, offering space for their views on how weapons control, violence reduction, and disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration fare in the push and
pull of peace negotiations.
As part of its commitment to exploring and prompting debate on the practice(s) of peace-making, the
Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue takes seriously
these concerns. This is evidenced by the ‘Negotiating
Disarmament’ project of which this volume is a part
of and its efforts to generate reflections and observations from past experience, and ideas and suggestions
for future action. The Viewpoints volumes join a set
of reports over 2008 addressing thematic and countrybased foci ranging from trends in weapons control
and violence reduction related provisions in peace
agreements to the challenges of reintegration; understanding how to better address the presence of bombs
and unexploded ordnance; to how this range of issues
actually fared in the peace talks in El Salvador, Burundi
and Sudan.
The present publication is an unusual and special
contribution to this work and the reader will be
stimulated by the instructive overview from Camilla
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Waszink of the perils of delaying or neglecting DDR
and weapons control in peace negotiations; and, the
recollections from Joaquín Chávez, a former member
of the FMLN in El Salvador and member of the
negotiating team, of how these matters were hinged
explicitly to security sector transformation while
reintegration, longer-term weapons reduction efforts
and other key measures were neglected, with grave
implications for human security.
The dilemmas from the perspective of ‘third party
facilitators’ are the neatly conveyed by seasoned mediation specialists. Dr. Julian Hottinger provides insights
from his detailed experience on the thorny question
of when DDR and weapons control measures can be
raised in negotiations, and some of the pitfalls and
opportunities. The Crisis Management Initiatives’
Kalle Liesnen and Sami Lahdensuo review the DDR
content of the Aceh peace process, reflecting a common
tension for mediators: balancing providing input and
direction, with working with the parameters of the
will of the parties’ around the table.
Appreciation is expressed to all the contributors,
and their willingness to share their thoughts. Thank
you also to Emile LeBrun and Chris Stevenson for
their steady editorial assistance.
Finally the Centre gratefully acknowledges the
support of the Government of Canada, providing
funding to bring this report to life. Appreciation is
also extended to the Governments of Switzerland and
Norway for their input and support for other elements
of the ‘Negotiating Disarmament’ project.
Cate Buchanan
Editor
March 2008

TRENDS IN WEAPONS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT IN
PEACE PROCESSES CAMILLA WASZINK

O

ver the last two decades, awareness has
grown regarding the importance of weapons
control and disarmament, demobilisation,
and reintegration (DDR) in peace processes—both
during the negotiation of peace agreements and in their
implementation. Experience gained during this period
has demonstrated that the way these issues are handled
can significantly influence the outcome of peace-building
efforts and contribute to their success or failure.
The end of the Cold War gave rise to renewed cooperation among the major powers. This led the international community to engage in a series of ambitious
peace operations—the majority under the aegis of the
UN, though in some cases led by regional organisations like North Atlantic Treaty Organisation and the
African Union. From the outset, the mandates of these
missions generally included the DDR of ex-combatants.
Over time, they have also incorporated a broader range
of weapons reduction measures, such as voluntary
weapons collection schemes among the civilian population, capacity-building of security forces in weapons
management and the establishment of a regulatory
framework for weapons possession.
The issue of unregulated small arms proliferation
received increased international attention after a call
for action by then-UN Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali in 1995. He coined the term ‘microdisarmament’ to describe the assembly, control and
disposal of small arms and light weapons undertaken
by the UN in conjunction with peace settlements, and
highlighted its relevance to peace-building.

In 2001, states adopted the UN Programme of Action
on small arms, committing to a range of measures to
strengthen controls on these weapons, including through
disarmament and other weapons management activities
in post-war situations.1 Its implementation is followed
up through regular meetings, which provide the main
global framework for discussion and action on small
arms and light weapons control.
A review of weapons control and DDR efforts
during peace processes reveals certain trends in implementation over time, as well as a number of common
weaknesses and obstacles to success. Carefully learning from these developments is a critical first step to
strengthening practice and the evolution of norms in
this area.2

Too little, too late, too often: Weapons and
DDR during peace negotiations
If peace settlements contain weak or insufficient provisions for dealing with weapons and DDR, these
questions will often come back to haunt processes at
a later stage. Even though post-war disarmament has
received greater attention and support in recent years,
these subjects have frequently been neglected or given
inadequate attention during the negotiation process
itself. There are a number of different reasons for this.
The lack of consideration given to this issue can be
inadvertent, as may be the case when negotiators fail
to appreciate its importance or have limited experience in this area. The senior political figures that are
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often involved in such negotiations, including as
mediators, may not give priority to what they might
consider more technical matters—such as weapons.
Moreover, they may not have the necessary expertise
to address such issues in detail, and this can result in
vague, unrealistic and incomplete provisions. Yet, such
‘details’ may prove critical in practice.
In the case of Liberia, for example, neither the
1993 Cotonou Accord nor the follow-on agreements
concluded between 1994 and 1996 included any provisions for the disposal of weapons collected. As a
result, it ended up taking more than two years to persuade President Taylor to destroy the weapons collected
after disarmament and demobilisation was conducted
in 1996–1997. The 1995 Dayton Peace Accords, which
ended the armed conflict in Bosnia, provides another
example. The agreement stipulated a series of arms
control measures pertaining to heavy conventional
weaponry, but it largely ignored the category of small
arms and light weapons. Limiting provisions in this
way ignores the reality of most contemporary armed
conflicts, which are predominantly fought with small
arms and light weapons.
In other processes, a deliberate choice has been made
by negotiators or mediators to delay discussions of the
particularly sensitive issue of weapons out of fear that
it will derail the process. Weapons often carry a symbolic, ideological and psychological significance that far
exceed their objective military utility, making questions
of disarmament particularly resistant to deal-making
and compromise. While this may be a carefully considered tactical choice that can facilitate the successful
conclusion of a peace agreement, it is a strategy that
can quickly backfire when the absence of clear provisions for weapons control and DDR compounds the
difficulty of dealing with these aspects at a later stage.
At the same time, controlling weapons and disarming
groups and individuals is often a long-term process, and
various aspects may still need to be further negotiated
or renegotiated at a later stage as new issues arise.

Step-by-step approaches
One approach that has proven effective in promoting
DDR and weapons control during peace talks is to
allow for gradual confidence-building between the
parties by linking disarmament to other measures
that can reassure or benefit the groups and individuals
surrendering weapons. This can be done through a
6
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phased process, in which the achievement of targets
related to the number of weapons surrendered leads
to the realisation of other desired objectives such as
increased political inclusion, demilitarisation of state
forces or security sector reform. During the peace
process in Northern Ireland, for example, Sinn Fein’s
success at the polls, as well as a ‘package deal’ that
linked disarmament to the downsizing of state forces
and police reform, facilitated progress in putting the
Irish Republican Army’s weapon stockpiles ‘beyond
use’.3 Another variation of this phased approach allows
for gradual surrender of arms by different factions as
a way of promoting incremental confidence building.
In Sierra Leone, this was referred to as ‘paired rolling
disarmament’, in which two districts with opposing
factions would simultaneously disarm.4
When implemented carefully and transparently, the
collection and destruction of weapons may in fact provide a powerful means of building confidence between
former warring parties and war-torn communities.
With this in mind, the organisation of public weapon
destruction ceremonies has become an increasingly
common feature of disarmament programmes, often
referred to as ‘Flames of Peace’—dubbed after the bonfire of guns that marked the symbolic end of the 1996
Tuareg rebellion in Mali.

The primacy of politics
It is clear that politics is the primary determinant of
success to agreeing and implementing DDR and weapons control in an effective and realistic manner. Efforts
to remove weapons are of limited value—however
well implemented they may be—as long as the political conditions for a resolution of the conflict are not
in place. Given the widespread availability of weapons
in most conflict zones, parties can easily rearm if the
political agreements break down.
In practice, there are several unfortunate examples
of disarmament processes that have gone ahead without regard to the political realities on the ground. Even
when parties have demonstrated an obvious lack of
good faith—for example by turning in old and unusable
weapons or by taking advantage of a ceasefire during
the demobilisation phase to rearm and regroup—
programmes have been allowed to continue. This is
probably due to a combination of factors, such as the
difficulty of suspending an on-going programme once
it has generated a certain momentum; a bureaucratic

wish to implement programme activities according
to established plans and timetables; or quite simply,
wishful thinking that the situation will improve.
However, the consequences of turning a blind eye
to an evident lack of political will can be grave, and
have included not only the loss of resources and poli
tical capital, but even lives. This problem was bluntly
described in the 2000 ‘Brahimi report’ on UN peace
operations, which stated that “the Secretariat must not
apply best-case planning assumptions to situations where
the local actors have historically exhibited worst-case
behaviour.”5
While the political process must be sufficiently
advanced to generate a realistic possibility of success,
it is important to take advantage of the window of
opportunity for disarmament that may open just after
the end of hostilities. The sudden prospect of peace
may create a unique willingness to surrender weapons
among both combatants and civilians, which may be
lost if the process is delayed and uncertainty about the
benefits of peace emerge. DDR has, on numerous
occasions, been jeopardised because it was not implemented in a timely way, for example when delays occur
in the deployment of peace-keepers or in the disbursement of funds to finance the process.

Weapons as bargaining chips
Weapons are among the most powerful bargaining
chips that parties possess around the negotiating table.
Consequently, circumvention and deception should be
expected. Parties may seek to withhold information
or provide inaccurate estimates of the number of combatants and weapons that they hold. During negotiations, it may be in the interest of a party to exaggerate
the number of weapons it claims to have as a way of
strengthening its own bargaining position. Yet, when
approaching the disarmament stage, the same party may
seek to deflate these figures to retain more weapons.
It is vital to determine reliable baseline estimates for
the parties’ weapons holdings to be able to set realistic
disarmament targets and to have a figure against which
the numbers of weapons surrendered can be assessed.
Useful sources of information can include intelligence
information, previous and current claims by the parties
themselves and press reports. The establishment of a
baseline must be followed up with careful monitoring
of the parties’ arms holdings throughout the process and
of the number of weapons surrendered and destroyed.

In this regard, it is worth noting the importance of
evaluating not only the quantity, but also the type and
quality of weapons held as compared to those surrendered. A well-known and recurrent problem in many
DDR programmes has been the turning in of a disproportionate number of old and unusable weapons.
The likely inaccuracy of information supplied by
the parties themselves underscores the importance of
having access to independent means of verifying such
claims. Assessing the size of weapons holdings can of
course be extremely difficult, particularly in settings
characterised by long-lasting or recurring armed
conflicts, a large number of armed groups, spill-over
from armed conflicts in neighbouring countries,
porous borders, and leakages from state stockpiles.
There is now a growing body of relevant research on
the dynamics of weapons stockpiles and inventories,
including assessments of the size of weapons holdings
in the hands of governments, non-state armed groups
and civilians.6
Although the difficulties and risks involved should
not be underestimated, if weapons-related issues can be
successfully addressed during negotiations and clear
provisions included in the peace settlement, it is likely
to enhance transparency, oversight and understanding
of the process. The inclusion of advisers with expertise
in weapons control and DDR could help ensure that
these aspects are addressed in a realistic and effective
manner. This would also likely reduce opportunities
for deception, mistrust and manipulation by the parties.
Discussions around the thorny issue of weapons—
and progress made in addressing it—may also provide
a valuable indicator of the parties’ actual intentions and
willingness to end the conflict through a negotiated
settlement. However, resolving this issue on paper does
by no means guarantee success, as the implementation
process is likely to be fraught with new challenges.

Words into deeds: the implementation of
weapons control and DDR provisions
A wealth of experience and analysis has been accumulated over the past two decades regarding the practical
implementation of disarmament during peace processes.
Given the various lessons learned and ‘best practice’
exercises undertaken in this period, it is discouraging
to note that many of the same problems continue to
arise wherever such programmes are carried out. What
is the reason for this?
Reflections on Guns, Fighters and Armed Violence in Peace Processes
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Part of the explanation probably lies in the fact that
disarmament is only one element of a broader political transition from violent conflict to peace, with all
of the pitfalls inherent in any such process. The disarmament programme and its likelihood of success
will be influenced by a host of external factors that are
likely to be far outside of the programme implementers’ control. In many cases, it may therefore be unfair
to blame past failures on the programmes themselves.
Even a well-designed programme flawlessly executed
can fail simply because the political process runs into
trouble or collapses.
Despite the difficult political environment surrounding such efforts, there is still much that can and should
be done to enhance the implementation of disarmament programmes. While significant progress has been
made in the last few years, a more consistent application
of lessons learnt from previous experiences is still
required. Recent developments, such as the adoption
of the UN Integrated DDR Standards (IDDRS) in
December 2006, provide hope that this will occur
more systematically in the future. These standards
constitute the definitive policies, guidelines and procedures for all UN DDR operations, developed with
the participation of the fifteen UN departments, agencies, funds and programmes that are involved in various
aspects of DDR.7
One of the positive features of these standards is that
they recognise the need for a more comprehensive
approach to DDR beyond the mere demobilisation and
collection of weapons from ex-combatants. Although
the disarmament of ex-combatants remains the core
goal, the introduction to the IDDRS affirms a broader
vision of the ultimate objective of DDR: “DDR lays
the groundwork for safeguarding and sustaining the communities in which these individuals can live as law-abiding citizens,
while building national capacity for long-term peace, security
and development.”8
It is likewise encouraging that the IDDRS contains
modules on a range of cross-cutting issues that have
been inadequately considered in the past: such as how
to address the needs of women, children and youth,
the relationship between DDR and food aid/food
security interventions and how to tackle health issues
such as HIV/AIDS during a DDR process. The next
key step is to ensure that those actually designing the
DDR processes are provided with the necessary tools
and resources to apply the IDDRS on the ground. In
processes that aim to develop universal guidelines
8
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“The IDDRS affirms a broader vision of the
ultimate objective of DDR: DDR lays the
groundwork for safeguarding and sustaining
the communities in which these individuals
can live as law-abiding citizens, while building national capacity for long-term peace,
security and development.”
and establish good practices, there is still often a gap
between the ‘what’ and the ‘how’. A potential danger
with such exercises is also that they can promote a
one-size-fits-all approach to activities, which in fact
require a highly sophisticated understanding of and
interaction with the local context.

Building comprehensive controls
Although it is an ambition that is still challenging to put
into practice, it has now become a statement of the obvious to say that disarmament must be an integrated part
of a comprehensive peace-building strategy. In the broadest sense, this implies that it must be undertaken in
conjunction with a range of other measures aimed at
establishing stability and security after conflict, including
in the areas of transitional justice, security sector reform,
governance and social and economic development.
In a more narrow sense, however, and more directly
linked to the disarmament process itself, it entails adopting a more holistic strategy for weapons control and
armed violence reduction. In addition to the collection
of weapons, a number of complementary measures
should be considered. These may include the establishment of adequate procedures for stockpile management
and security; the destruction of surplus, confiscated
and collected weapons; the development of a regulatory framework for the possession and use of guns by
civilians; the prevention of illicit arms trafficking; and
the promotion of activities aimed at preventing and
reducing armed violence at the community-level.
Additional measures like these can help ensure that
the gains from disarmament are not reversed or lost
in the long-term. A comprehensive approach to
weapons reduction has for instance been successfully
implemented in Cambodia. The Cambodian government, with the support of the European Union, has
undertaken a range of activities to improve weapons
control and management, combining efforts to

strengthen national arms legislation and the security
and management of military and police stockpiles
with weapons collection and destruction and public
awareness campaigns in local communities.9

Widening the lens
The need for a more comprehensive approach is also
becoming apparent with regard to another key aspect
of such efforts, namely the definition of target groups.
Many current armed conflicts are characterised by a
variety of armed actors and a proliferation of armed
groups. These may include the government’s regular
armed forces, armed opposition groups, paramilitaries
and criminal networks. In addition, it is common for
splinter groups to emerge during a transitional process,
as factions divide over contentious issues or group members feel that their interests are not being adequately
represented by the leaders participating in negotiations.
Exclusion of one or more armed groups from the DDR
process, which denies them access to benefits such as
reintegration support, can easily result in continued
violence. In a number of settings, even small armed
factions have been able to disrupt and endanger a
peace process by engaging in continued violence or
refusing to lay down their arms. These risks must be
taken into account in decisions to include or exclude
certain groups around the negotiating table, as well
as in the DDR process itself. To the extent possible,
an inclusive approach that seeks to engage all armed
actors should be sought.
Furthermore, when determining the eligibility
criteria for entry into a DDR programme, it may be
necessary to look beyond those who have been active
combatants and also include other individuals that have
been part of an armed group, regardless of their role.
The concept of DDR still implies that disarmament
is linked to the demobilisation of armed combatants.
This has often limited its target group in ways that
do not correspond to the realities of many of today’s
armed conflicts and failed to consider the wide range
of people who may have been involved in the conflict.
Instead of using the possession of a gun as a strict
entry requirement, participation in an armed group
may be a more appropriate criterion. This can help
ensure that, for example, women and children who
have performed other functions are not excluded. The
needs of ex-combatants’ dependents should also be
considered. The eligibility criteria for DDR should
be addressed during negotiations to ensure that target

groups are defined in accordance with local realities
and that all groups that have participated in the conflict are considered. This will help prevent tensions
and problems from arising when particular groups
find themselves left out of the formal process.

Civilians and guns
Consideration should also be given to reducing and
regulating guns in civilian hands. For a number of
reasons, there are often significant numbers of small
arms in the hands of civilians at the end of an armed
conflict. In some cases, warring factions have distributed weapons to civilians as part of a deliberate strategy. In other cases, the general insecurity generated
by the conflicts has led civilians to arm themselves for
their own protection. The widespread availability of
military weapons in many war-affected areas facilitates
this trend. In addition, secret arsenals of weapons may
be retained by armed groups or by individual combatants who hold on to them for future security.
It may therefore be necessary to complement the formal demobilisation and disarmament of ex-combatants
with efforts to remove these excess weapons from
circulation and reduce the number of guns in civilian
hands.10 This should be taken into account already
during the negotiation phase and not simply as an
afterthought to the DDR process. An increasingly
common approach is the organisation of voluntary
weapons collection programmes for civilians, which
generally offer some type of incentive for civilians to
disarm. Sometimes these strategies, particularly when
offering cash in return for guns, have had undesirable
consequences. Although the provision of individual
incentives is still common, there has been a gradual
move towards collective incentives, such as development projects, which instead benefit a group or the
whole community.
For example in Sierra Leone, after the end of the
formal disarmament process in 2002, the Sierra Leone
Police, together with the UN Development Programme
(UNDP), launched a series of weapons collection efforts
targeting communities. Development incentives were
provided to chiefdoms that could be certified as ‘arms
free’. This was done in parallel with the development
of new gun laws which significantly strengthened
standards and criteria for the use and possession of
weapons by civilians.11 A similar Community Arms
Collection for Development programme has since
been undertaken by UNDP in neighbouring Liberia.
Reflections on Guns, Fighters and Armed Violence in Peace Processes
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Reintegration: Achilles’ heel?
A comprehensive strategy must see the reintegration
of ex-combatants as integral to the process of weapons
control and armed violence reduction. Effective social
reintegration of those associated with armed groups
and government forces can greatly influence the
prospects for sustainable disarmament. It is therefore
unrealistic to view disarmament and reintegration as
two separate and independent processes. Collecting
weapons is after all just a means to an end. The real
goal is—simply put—to get those who hold weapons
to want to stop using them. First and foremost, this
entails achieving a political settlement between the
parties to the conflict. However, it would be unwise
not to also consider the needs of ex-combatants as
individuals.
From a purely humanitarian perspective, excombatants often need initial support in order to
sustain themselves. Former combatants may also suffer
from significant health problems related to their participation in the conflict, such as psychological trauma,
disability or HIV/AIDS. At the same time, there are
other more pragmatic reasons for assisting ex-combatants
and helping them to acquire viable alternative livelihoods. Without such support, they are less likely to want
to give up their weapons and more likely to re-engage
in violence or crime. Efforts must therefore be made
to make peace seem like the more attractive option.
However, reintegration is often the least emphasised
component of DDR programmes and it is typically
easier to secure funding for disarmament than for
reintegration activities, which requires longer-term
involvement and produces less tangible results. Shortcomings and delays in reintegration support have
jeopardised a number of past DDR efforts, including
the demobilisation processes in Mozambique, Angola
and Liberia in the 1990s.12 Yet, solutions have been
devised that attempt to address this problem. For example, during the most recent DDR process in Sierra
Leone, so-called ‘stopgap projects’—which consisted
of short-term employment for ex-combatants waiting
to enter the formal reintegration process—were critical
in preventing discontented combatants from resorting
to violence. Because combatants were employed in
communities to help restore damaged infrastructure,
these projects also assisted in building trust and improving social relations.13
It cannot be denied that the challenges to effective
reintegration are very real in countries emerging
10
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from war, particularly in situations where social and
economic structures have all but collapsed, there is
massive unemployment among the whole population
and a significant proportion of the population is poor.
In this regard, it is interesting to note that a survey of
ex-combatants in Liberia in 2006 showed only a
marginal difference in the socio-economic situation
reported by ex-combatants who had received a reintegration training package compared to those who had
not participated in any reintegration scheme. This is
likely a reflection of the high rate of unemployment in
the country rather than of the reintegration programme
as such.14
In such contexts, it can also be highly problematic
to prioritise one group over others, in particular a
group that may be seen as responsible for the conflict
and in many cases has committed abuses against civilians. The reintegration process may also disrupt new
structures and means of social organisation that have
emerged in communities as a result of the war. For
example, women may have assumed a leading role
both within the household and in community governance while men have been in combat. It will require
a great deal of caution to ensure that reintegration
programmes do not end up aggravating an already
volatile situation by leading to increased hostility
towards ex-combatants or friction between different
groups of beneficiaries. Again, initiatives that benefit
community development rather than specific groups
can reduce the risk of tension and promote reconciliation, though some level of targeted support for excombatants is nonetheless likely to be needed.

Conclusion
During the negotiation of peace agreements, weapons
and disarmament seem to be questions that—either
by design or by accident—rarely receive sufficient
attention around the negotiating table. However,
when it comes to the implementation of such agreements in the context of peace operations, the fate of
the weapons is often among the most visible and sensitive aspects of the process. Experience shows that the
degree to which weapons-related issues are successfully handled on the ground can influence the outcome
of the entire peace process. This paradox leads to the
rather obvious conclusion that such questions must be
given greater prominence from the outset—during
peace talks—as well as in the crucial period before

negotiations start when preparations are made and
information is collected.
It is a cause for optimism that the growing awareness surrounding these questions is starting to show
results and a more comprehensive and professional
approach to DDR and weapons control in the context
of peace-making and peace-building is emerging.

the transfer of knowledge between those involved in
DDR and weapons control efforts, whether at the level
of programme implementation, research or policy
development. However, the limitations of lessons
learnt must also be acknowledged. What has worked
in one context may be entirely inappropriate in another.
Rigorous contextual analysis and adaptation is therefore essential.

Some suggestions to consider

2. Political will is key
Disarmament cannot create political will where there
is none. While progress made in the disarmament pro
cess can help build confidence and positively influence
the political process, it cannot bear the responsibility
for processes that were destined to fail.

6. Bundle measures
Removing excess weapons from circulation and ade
quately controlling their availability after conflicts will
require a ‘package’ of weapons control measures. In
addition to the collection and destruction of weapons,
this may include measures to enhance the management and security of stockpiles, to develop adequate
national legislation on arms transfers, to regulate the
use and possession of weapons and to ensure that
ammunition is subject to the same strict controls. To
achieve a long-term reduction in armed violence,
weapons control measures should be complemented
by evidence-based preventive strategies that seek to
affect the factors that lead to violence.

3. Step-by-step
A series of confidence-building measures rather than
the immediate, complete surrender of weapons can be
an effective path to disarmament. This step-by-step
approach can link the surrender of weapons to the
gradual achievement of other political objectives or
the disarmament by one faction to that of another.

7. Address all relevant actors
Disarmament and weapons collection efforts must be
targeted in accordance with local realities and should
cast a wide net so as to capture all relevant groups. This
may include individuals who have been involved in
or associated with armed groups, even if they have not
participated actively in hostilities, including civilians.

4. Start early to obtain accurate information
Weapons are valuable bargaining chips during negotiations, both in terms of their symbolic and practical
importance. Access to reliable information about the
parties’ weapons holdings will reduce opportunities
for deception and encourage greater transparency. This
will require thorough preparations and collection of
information before negotiations start.

8. Economic reintegration supports disarmament
The existence of viable alternative livelihoods is important for ex-combatants to remain committed to
disarmament. Efforts to support the reintegration of
ex-combatants must take into account the broader
socio-economic context to ensure that the support
provided is appropriate and likely to have an impact.
The needs of other groups affected by the conflict and
the situation of the population in general must also be
considered. The provision of support that will collectively benefit the community can reduce the risks
involved in targeting specific groups.

1. Expert advice on weapons control and DDR
Issues of disarmament and weapons control should be
addressed in as much detail as possible during peace
negotiations. Negotiators or advisers with the requisite
expertise should be involved to ensure that peace agreements include appropriate and realistic provisions.

5. Balance lessons learned and specific context
Lessons from past experiences must not only be recorded,
but also applied. Greater efforts must be made to ensure
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PERSPECTIVES ON DEMOBILISATION, REINTEGRATION AND
WEAPONS CONTROL IN THE EL SALVADOR PEACE PROCESS
JOAQUÍN M CHÁVEZ

S

ixteen years ago, the government of Alfredo
Cristiani and leaders of the Farabundo Martí
National Liberation Front (FMLN) signed a
peace accord that settled the Salvadoran civil war, one
of the most intense conflicts in twentieth-century
Latin America and the site of the longest US military
involvement up to that time. The war (1980–1992) is
often remembered as one of the last chapters of the
Cold War in Latin America, though its origins can
be more accurately attributed to a long history of
authoritarian rule and repression.1 The peace accords
can be considered largely successful as they facilitated
a significant democratic transition, with the United
Nations (UN) in the role of mediator and guarantor
of the process.2
I participated in the negotiations and implementation process as a member of the FMLN, joining the
team in May 1991 and was committed to dialogue and
negotiation to end the civil war.3 My specific contribution was in the formulation of socio-economic issues,
of critical importance to so many who had taken up
arms. During the second half of 1991, I was also
involved in the discussions on the demilitarisation of
society, the creation of the National Civilian Police,
and the terms and conditions for the cessation of the
war, including during the final round of negotiations
held in New York City in December.
Between 1992 and 1993, I was a member of a tripartite body in charge of overseeing national reconstruction, composed of representatives from the government
(principally from the Secretariat of National Reconstruction), the UN Mission (ONUSAL), and the

FMLN. I was also engaged with the restoration of
territories under FMLN control during the war (e.g.
return of local government and public services), the
monitoring of the peace process, the transformation
of the FMLN into a political party and in the coordination of the FMLN-CD (Democratic Convergence)
presidential campaign of 1994, and the entry of the
FMLN into electoral processes.4
Disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration
(DDR) in El Salvador was a key part in bringing
about a definitive end to the violent conflict and to
preventing post-accord military confrontations. In
the process the FMLN forces fully demobilised and
the military dramatically reduced in numbers and
submitted to processes of doctrinal reform. The DDR
process generated political space for the transformation
of the FMLN into a legal political party and for the
implementation of major political reforms in the country.
Reintegration, on the other hand, failed to provide
the majority of former combatants sufficient socioeconomic support to build dignified lives. Moreover,
negotiators did not address the issue of guns in civilian
hands, and in fact the number of weapons in civilian
possession and their use in violent crime dramatically
increased after the war. Issues of institutional impunity
also affected the credibility of the peace process and
the prospects for national reconciliation and reparations for the victims of state and war-related violence.5
The overall weaknesses of reintegration efforts and
the lack of provisions for reducing civilian held arms
may have contributed to the substantial increase in
social violence and crime in the post-war period.
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courses on culture and violence in Central America and Latin American history. Chávez is currently a fellow at the Department of History of New
York University, where he conducts research on the role of intellectuals in the origins of the Salvadoran civil war.
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During the peace talks
Demilitarisation and democratisation of society were
the dominant themes of the peace negotiations. This
is understandable given the long and painful history
of militarism in El Salvador.6 Importantly, substantive
agreements on demilitarisation made discussions on
DDR possible, and this approach ultimately generated
political commitment on both sides to DDR (though
we did not use this term at that time).
But discussions of demilitarisation were initially
deadlocked for several months. In August 1990, the
FMLN introduced a proposal for the demilitarisation
of society that was flatly rejected by the government.
It was the UN proposals on the future of the armed
forces in October 1990, and the direct intervention
of the UN Secretary-General in the negotiations in
January 1991, that led to the first substantial agreement on demilitarisation, in Mexico City in April
1991. The ‘Mexico Agreements’ included constitutional reforms regarding the role of the armed forces,
placing the military under civilian authority. The
FMLN’s initial proposal demanded the demobilisation or the integration of the two armies, which is
why it included a ‘unilateral declaration’ in the Mexico
Agreements that stated: “the wording of article 211
[of the Constitution], where the armed forces are
described as a ‘permanent’ institution, is incompatible
with its position on this matter.”7 It was only in 2004
that the FMLN lifted its reservation on this point,
when the leadership concluded the military had fully
complied with the peace accords and undergone doctrinal reform appropriate for a permanent role in a
democratic society.
In September 1991, during meetings held in New
York City, the parties adopted the so-called ‘compressed negotiations’ to address the final topics; at
this time they also agreed that up to 20 per cent of
FMLN combatants and a further 20 per cent of state
forces would be eligible to join the new National
Civilian Police.8 This significantly contributed to
FMLN willingness to discuss DDR. As a result,
issues related to the establishment of “guarantees
and conditions needed to reintegrate members of the
FMLN into civilian, institutional, and political life of
the country in absolute legality” and the conditions for
the cessation of the armed conflict were also included
in the compressed negotiations, three months before
the end of the peace talks.9 The parties, particularly
the FMLN, wanted to agree on a final accord before
14
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the departure of Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar on December 31, given his crucial contribution and that of his team to a successful outcome.
Despite the growing time pressure, the demobilisation and disarmament aspects contained in the chapter
VII of the accords, ‘The Cessation of the Armed
Conflict’, were carefully planned by a sub-committee
composed of commanders of the armed forces and
the FMLN and assisted by UN experts.10 The main
elements included:
• the conditions for the establishment of a permanent
cease fire;
• the separation of forces;
• the movement of the two armies into specified and
semi-permanent facilities;
• the creation of an inventory of military personnel
and the weapons of both armies;
• the destruction of the FMLN arsenal;
• the progressive and simultaneous demobilisation of
both armies; and,
• the verification role of the UN mission (ONUSAL).
In January 1992, the parties agreed on a timetable
aimed at, completing the demobilisation of the FMLN
army; the purging of human rights violators in the
army; the reduction of the army; the demobilisation
of the army’s elite counterinsurgency battalions known
as ‘Battalions of Immediate Reaction’; and, the dismantling of security forces (namely the National Guard,
Treasury Police, National Police, and paramilitary
bodies) by October 1992.
The process was rich in ambiguities and posed
various threats to the consolidation of peace. In principle the FMLN committed to gradually demobilise
its troops by 20 per cent in five stages. They were
quartered in 15 sites and this was to be matched by a
reciprocal effort on the government side. At various
times, the FMLN postponed demobilisation in protest
at the government’s attempts to circumvent implementation of the peace accords, particularly concerning
the demobilisation of paramilitary forces and the
notorious National Guard (which had become a fully
fledged death squad by the early 1990s) and the
implementation of the programme to transfer land.
In November 1992, the UN publicly acknowledged
that the FMLN was not obliged to adhere to the initial timetable of demobilisation if the government
failed to implement the complimentary agreements.

A series of political assassinations of FMLN leaders
and activists perpetrated between 1992 and 1993 by
clandestine groups were also a serious challenge to
the process. This was a last-ditch attempt by the
extreme right against the FMLN to derail the peace
process. These assassinations ended in July 1993 after
the publication of a report on the activities of illegal
armed groups still operating at the time.11 An explosion of an FMLN arsenal in Managua, Nicaragua in
March 1993 prompted a major crisis. This was particularly problematic for the UN Secretary-General,
who had publicly accepted the FMLN assurances of
its full disarmament: a precondition for the FMLN
inscription as a legal political party. The FMLN
accepted full responsibility and handed over the rest of
the weapons in its possession.

The challenges of reintegration and the
land transfer programme
DDR was one part of a larger effort to demilitarise the
state and those who took up arms in the revolution.
However, the reintegration of former combatants
into civilian life was hastily conceived during the
negotiations and then poorly implemented. This flaw
contributed, to a certain extent, to the high levels of
social and criminal violence that wracked Salvadoran
society in the aftermath of the civil war–which has
continued to this day. Considerations of age, gender,
physical and mental health, as well as the cultural and
socio-economic backgrounds of the various combatants
(FMLN and government forces) were not carefully contemplated in the reintegration initiatives. Nor were those
of the roughly 15,000 civilians who occupied private
or state land in the territories under FMLN control
during the war, who were included in the process
under the term tenedores (or ‘holders’ of land, farmers
who settled on abandoned land during the war).12
The government’s approach to reintegration was
guided by unrealistic assumptions about ‘good economic performance’ from former combatants in the
immediate aftermath of a civil war. This unreasonable
expectation pressured combatants who had endured
tremendous losses during the war in terms of physical
and mental health, family networks, personal property,
and the opportunity to acquire the skills and education
to live productive lives. Yet the government deemed
that FMLN fighters, and curiously, also government
soldiers should be given minimal support for reinser-

“The FMLN negotiators had perhaps a more
nuanced approach to reintegration, but in
practice they, too, prioritised discussions on
‘substantive agreements’ . . . and were less
prepared to engage with this crucial theme.”

tion and reintegration to civilian life. The aim was to
get the process over with as quickly and cheaply as
possible.13
The FMLN negotiators had perhaps a more
nuanced approach to reintegration, but in practice
they, too, prioritised discussions on ‘substantive
agreements’ (i.e. demilitarisation and the creation of
new democratic institutions), and were less prepared
to engage with this crucial theme. A contentious
Land Transfer Programme (known as the PTT) was
eventually successful despite its original flawed
design and a painfully laborious implementation
process. By 1999 it had redistributed 3,305 properties
totalling an area of 103,200 hectares to 36,100 former
combatants and civilians. Adverse factors such as a
crisis in the agricultural sector and the lack of access
to credit and technical assistance simply made rural
reintegration precarious for the majority of people
who received land. These were aspects not seriously
considered in the peace accords. The land programme
offers a lesson for others in situations where the
distribution of land is a key cause of violence and
discontent. Negotiating such elements without thoroughly considering critical issues such as the status
and levels of social and productive organisation,
housing quality, the viability of subsistence crops,
soil quality and capacity, and infrastructure, risks
undermining success.
However, it is important to note the positive aspects
of the PTT process, particularly the remarkable capacity of the Salvadoran government and the FMLN to
renegotiate and implement all the adjustments to the
initial design despite their mutual distrust and differences. The government and the FMLN collaborated
to create special legislation to fully implement the PTT,
resulting in most beneficiaries obtaining definitive
legal possession of a parcel of land. Technical aspects
such as the measurement of public (state) and private
land included in the PTT also required close cooperation. Support (technical and financial) from the UN
and international donors, particularly the USAID
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December 23, 1992: Santiago de Jesus Cordero, a former guerrilla, does carpentry work before a
peace mural (Rutilio Enamorado/AFP/Getty Images).

cultural activities. Medium-term schemes encompassed
the creation of small businesses, scholarships, housing,
and assistance with agricultural activities and rural
settlements.16 Notably, the reintegration programmes
did not include support for improving or assisting
with the mental and physical health of participants.

Violence and frustration after the war

and European Community, played a major role in
achieving full compliance with the PTT agreement.
Notwithstanding, rural property prices skyrocketed
with the demand created by the PTT, rendering the
massive financial resources provided by the international community insufficient.14

Renegotiating reintegration
In the last months of 1992 the problematic of reintegration became protracted and the parties had to go
back to the negotiating table. Yet several basic issues
could not be resolved: the short-term perspective, the
limited vision of the target populations and a lack of
resources. While the peace accords noted that the
National Reconstruction Plan (NRP) should reflect
the nation’s collective wishes, they were not explicit on
the need to formulate this consensually.15 As it transpired, the government implemented its own version
of an NRP with minimal input from the FMLN.
In theory, the target populations of the NRP included
not only demobilised guerrillas and soldiers, but also
displaced, repatriated residents in the zones of conflict—
some 986,000 people in some 115 municipalities. In
practice, however, the discussions between the government’s National Secretariat for Reconstruction and
the FMLN’s National Reconstruction Commission
held after September 1992 focused almost exclusively
on reintegration programmes. Urban and rural reintegration encompassed both short and medium-term
programmes. Short-term programmes included aspects
such as the provision of personal documentation lost
during the war years (e.g. birth certificates), household items and farming tools, business and vocational
training, and credit for technical assistance with agri16
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An indeterminable number of former soldiers, paramilitaries and FMLN combatants drifted into banditry
and crime after the war. Exclusion is both a subjective and objective process and recourse to violence is
a common path for recovering social and political
power. The persistence of acute inequalities between
an affluent minority, former soldiers and combatants,
and members of the socially excluded majority, in conjunction with unfulfilled expectations of the democratic transition, were and are sources of frustration,
resentment and violence.17 It may seem counterintuitive for negotiators of warring factions to conceive of
an integral and long-term vision for the reintegration
of former enemies into civilian life, yet it is in fact a
‘social contract’ to consolidate peace and stability and
to attain economic recovery.18
Despite the destruction of war weaponry, the postwar period brought a dramatic increase in the number
of firearms in civilian hands and the widespread use
of small arms in violent crime, particularly homicides.19
The various negotiators of the peace accords could
hardly have foreseen this nightmarish upsurge of social
violence. El Salvador, at last count in 2006, had a homicide rate of 55 per 100,000 people with guns deaths
accounting for 80 out of every 100 of those deaths.20
The availability and misuse of firearms in the postwar period is a critical aspect of the phenomena of
violence in El Salvador. There are now approximately
half a million guns in circulation, of which only
211,577 (roughly 42 per cent), are registered.21 Adult
and young men are the primary victims of gun violence, reflecting the high levels of gang activity in the
country and across Central America.22
The approval of an amnesty law for crimes committed during the civil war by the National Assembly
on March 22, 1993 provoked widespread frustration
among former FMLN combatants and supporters. This
occurred just days after the Truth Commission report
was published, which identified that some 85 per cent
of the human rights violations committed during the

war were perpetrated by state agents, 10 per cent by
individuals in ‘civilian clothes’ (i.e. paramilitaries
and/or ‘death squads’) and roughly 5 per cent by the
FMLN.23 The institutionalisation of impunity was
particularly damaging not only for the prospect of
national reconciliation but also for the credibility of
the DDR process that was unfolding, leaving those
involved with a sense of injustice.

Some suggestions to consider
1. Timing and confidence building
The Salvadoran experience suggests that the contentious issues of ‘laying down arms’ is rarely something
that will be negotiated at the early stages of peace talks.
In the Salvadoran case, the approach on this issue was
essentially to first agree on the future of the Salvadoran
armed forces (as a precondition for democratisation)
and then negotiate DDR. However, it must be restated
that the El Salvador process fell short on robust reintegration measures.
2. Weapons and DDR are technical and political
processes
All components, but crucially reintegration, are loaded
with political, cultural, and socio-economic pressures
and expectations. The Salvadoran experience suggests
a lack of a comprehensive and long term-vision of
reintegration inspired by human security as opposed
to economic concerns and informed by clear analysis
and data.
3. Trauma and psycho-social impacts
Parties to peace processes ought to practically consider
the psycho-social impacts of war on former combatants and civilians. In El Salvador, simplistic approaches
proved to be inadequate to deal with the multiple
manifestations of war-related trauma. The provision
of timely and robust services and assistance could
mitigate the psycho-social effects of war among veterans and civilians.
4. Ignoring armed civilians and other armed
groups creates risks
The El Salvador peace process is one of many over the
last twenty years that has struggled to address additional armed groups or the challenge of reducing and
regulating guns in the hands of civilians. Ignoring
these holders of weapons imperils peace processes. In
the Salvadoran case, the role of the Joint Group for

the Investigation of Armed Illegal Groups provides a
useful example of how to start to tackle the question
of additional armed groups.
5. Strengthening gun laws is crucial in peace
agreements
Peace agreements provide direction for future processes over a variety of time frames: short, medium
and long term. Strengthening national gun laws is a
measure that could more systematically be included
in peace agreements, given the likely changes in atti
tudes and the sheer volume of weapons in circulation
after years of war. The Salvadoran case suggests that it
is important to establish legal frameworks that effectively regulate and reduce guns in the hands of civilians
once hostilities have ended.
6. Imagine implementation
Weapons control and DDR can be processes rich in
ambiguity, ambivalence and tension. It is important to
give ample consideration to scenarios that could unfold
once the actual process begins and identify potential
problems. It is also relevant to consider effective ways
to channel the participation of civil and political society
in the peace process. The Commission for the Consolidation of Peace constituted by the government,
the FMLN and the political parties represented at the
National Assembly played an important role in the
implementation of the peace accords. However, the
participation of civil society both during the negotiation and the implementation was much less effective,
and can in other situations be far more actively engaged
and utilised.
7. Linkages to impunity and reconciliation
In the case of El Salvador, impunity for war crimes cast
a significant pall over reconciliation, and negatively
impacted the reintegration process. Considering the
linkages between moral, material and legal reparations
for the victims and survivors of war-related violence
is the responsibility of those around the negotiating
table. The peace accords included important institutional measures to eradicate impunity and to reconcile
Salvadoran society, most notably the creation of the
Truth Commission and the General Prosecutor on
Human Rights, as well as pertinent aspects of the
judicial reform and public security sector transformation. Ensuring synchronicity between post-war justice
and security systems is a tremendous challenge but
one that must be met.
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NEGOTIATING DECOMMISSIONING AND REINTEGRATION IN
ACEH, INDONESIA KALLE LIESINEN AND SAMI LAHDENSUO

T

he crisis management initiative’s (cmi)
involvement in the Aceh conflict started in
2004, with the first round of talks in January
2005. The talks, facilitated by CMI and the Chairperson of its Board, former Finnish President Martti
Ahtisaari, ended with the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the Government of Indonesia
(GoI) and the Free Aceh Movement (Gerakan Aceh
Merdeka or GAM), signed 15 August 2005.1
The Ahtisaari-led talks were not the first negotiations between the parties. The GoI and the GAM
had engaged in substantive negotiations—for the first
time in the history of the lengthy armed conflict—
between 1999 and 2003. This process, under the aegis
of the Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, should not
be underestimated.
The CMI provided mediation in order to agree a
peaceful settlement within a framework of autonomy.
Among the issues debated over the seven-month period
in five rounds of Helsinki-based talks (starting in
January and ending in July), six key topics comprised
the agenda for negotiation:
• Self-government, its parameters and contours;
• Provisions for political participation, including provincial and local elections;
• Economic arrangements, including an auditing system for provincial revenues to taxation issues and
the allocation of revenue and finances from Jakarta
to the province;
• Amnesty for both political prisoners and GAM
members;

• Security arrangements, including reducing the presence of national military and police forces, and defining their roles in Aceh and the decommissioning of
GAM armaments; and
• Modalities for an external monitoring process.
A key element of the process was the principle that
‘nothing is agreed before everything is agreed’. This
meant that neither party could claim victories during
the process or communicate with their constituencies’
via the media. All the agreements were included in
the MoU, which was published in August, creating
space for the negotiators and mediation team to work.

Weapons control and disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration in the
negotiations
The issues of disarmament and weapons control were
not considered central to the process, with demobilisation and reintegration a more important focus for
both parties. However, the parties were aware of the
need to agree on certain weapons-related measures,
including identifying a meaningful quantity of arms to
be removed from circulation. On these matters, there
was a conscious choice from the CMI and President
Ahtisaari not to go into details regarding the design
of the actual disarmament process. From a tactical
point of view, it was seen as more promising to link
disarmament to the wider question of reintegration
(or ‘facilitation of integration’, as it was called during
the talks). Therefore simultaneous to agreeing on the

KALLE LIESINEN led the decommissioning process in Aceh from August 2005 and concluded the job exactly 107 days later. He then became
one of the Deputy Heads of the Aceh Mission, and now works on follow up of the accord in the position of Executive Director of the Crisis Management Initiative, chaired by President Martti Ahtisaari, the mediator of the Aceh peace agreement.
SAMI LAHDENSUO closely followed the Aceh peace process from the inception of the Crisis Management Initiative-led talks. He now works on
follow up of the process as the leader of the Martti Ahtisaari Rapid Reaction Facility. In 2006 he wrote a paper on the role of local civil society
and its liaison with the Aceh Monitoring Mission.
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numbers of arms to be handed over, reintegration was
also negotiated.
From the beginning of the talks representatives of
the GoI were willing to discuss the various activities
they were prepared to support for GAM fighters return
to civilian life. On many aspects of the peace talks, the
parties were asked to put forward concrete proposals,
and this was also the case with the matters of disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration.

Terminology
Terms and concepts are context dependent, influenced
by the actors and the history of the particular situation.
Peace processes are peculiar for the constant ‘tweaking’ of terms across situations. Words matter in such
situations and once all parties have agreed on a definition or a concept, regardless of its accuracy in other
contexts, it is unlikely to be changed.
In recent years the combination of demobilisation,
disarmament, and reintegration (DDR) has become
commonly accepted in war-affected settings. With this
in mind the use of term ‘decommissioning’ in the Aceh
peace treaty is unusual but not without precedent. It is
a general term for a formal process to remove something
from operational status: industrial decommissioning,
nuclear decommissioning and the decommissioning of
soldiers, also known as demobilisation. The Independent International Commission on Decommissioning
(IICD) brought the term and concept to greater
prominence in the complex process to deal with the
weapons of armed groups in the Northern Ireland
conflict.2 (President Ahtisaari was one of the three
commissioners of the IICD.) The term was used intentionally in that process, as it was in Aceh, to avoid
the term ‘disarmament’, which was associated with
humiliation and loss. It also serves as a useful combining phrase, folding disarmament and demobilisation
into one term. This is how it was understood and
used in the Aceh accord and implementation process.

The Memorandum of Understanding
Disarmament provisions in the MoU ordered GAM to
undertake the decommissioning of all arms, ammunition and explosives with the assistance of the Aceh
Monitoring Mission (AMM) (MoU Clauses 4.2 and
4.3). The GAM committed to hand over 840 weapons
starting 15 September in four phases and concluding

31 December 2005 (Clause 4.4). For its part the GoI was
obligated to withdraw all elements of non-indigenous
military and police forces from Aceh in four stages in
parallel with the GAM decommissioning. Withdrawal
was to occur immediately after each stage was verified
by the AMM, and to conclude by 31 December 2005
(Clauses 4.5 and 4.6).
This design tied decommissioning directly to security sector reform, which determined the potential
shape and size of future military, police and other
security structures in Aceh.3 Reintegration was also a
crucial part of assisting persons who had participated in
GAM activities to return to civil society, and included
economic support to former combatants, pardoning
political prisoners and affected civilians.4
With such precise provisions there was little ambiguity about what needed to be implemented and
monitored: fixed weapon numbers, unit strengths
and a tight timeframe. The weakness was in the lack
of indicators with which to measure progress against
stated quantitative objectives. To try and achieve this,
local NGOs, international agencies and donors had
various roles, but remained largely uncoordinated with
one another.

Practice and theory: words and deeds
At the same time that the first set of talks occurred in
January 2005, an expert group of academics and
practitioners met at the International Peace Academy
in New York. The discussion, part of the Stockholm
Initiative on Disarmament Demobilisation Reintegration (SIDDR), reviewed how DDR is seldom implemented in a comprehensive way, and how it often fails
to complement a stable peace process. The purpose of
the SIDDR process was to link DDR at the earliest
possible stage to a peace support operation’s mandate.
The work was to be done in close consultation with
ongoing international policy processes, namely the
development of the UN Integrated DDR Standards
and the World Bank Multi-Country Demobilisation
and Reintegration Programme.
The CMI was well aware that the SIDDR approached
DDR from a broad perspective but felt that the situation in Aceh did not warrant this as the parties were
clear on their boundaries and timeframe. Additionally,
the SIDDR process was not completed until March
2006, when the final report was presented to the UN
Secretary-General. Publication of background studies
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were circulated in mid-2006, and provided information for the ensuing policy debate within the European
Union (EU) on DDR. By this time, the Aceh negotiations and the main challenges of DDR had been
overcome. However, the one resource the CMI drew
upon was, Disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration
of ex-combatants in a peacekeeping environment: Principles
and guidelines, developed by the UN Department of
Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) Lessons Learned
Unit.5 Despite the ongoing evolution of DDR theory
and its disconnection from the Aceh process, all the
elements of DDR were included in the Aceh peace
accord in a way that was acceptable to the parties.
After the agreement was signed the first stumbling
block was the EU as the supervising body. The original
idea in Brussels was to use a private company to do
the disarmament work. The idea collapsed – as no
companies were available as fast as needed and the
EU had to form its own team to handle disarmament
and demobilisation. (The GoI was the lead actor on
reintegration with the International Organisation for
Migration (IOM) contracted by the EU to manage some
aspects.) Ultimately some fragments of the original
idea survived in the final mandate of the AMM, tasked
only to “monitor the demobilisation of GAM and
decommissioning of its armaments”—a mandate that
turned out to be disarming in real terms.6
The AMM was the first effort of its kind for the
EU in Asia, with everything developed from scratch
and strict timeframes further pressuring the process.
Integrating DDR into peacekeeping exercises has
evolved into the UN’s multidimensional approach to
peace-building and reconstruction, but at that stage
it was not an established approach for the EU, and
there was an additional lack of experience and familiarity with the mechanics of DDR.
However, the initial desire to outsource the disarma
ment component, and the inability to do so, actually
led the EU to develop its DDR policy. The EU went
through a comparatively rapid process of policy development, and accepted the UN terminology and conceptual approach, thus recognising the long history

“Despite the ongoing evolution of DDR theory
and its disconnection from the Aceh process,
all the elements of DDR were included in the
Aceh peace accord in a way that was acceptable to the parties.”
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of DDR and its specialised actors. The EU Concept for
support to Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration
was approved a year after the Aceh decommissioning.7

The devil in the detail
The DDR process was ultimately a minor component
of the Aceh peace negotiations as militarisation was not
regarded as a key issue by the parties. Therefore only
the timing and the most important quantitative informa
tion were strictly determined to set the pace for the
whole process. This is not to say that the issues are not
important, but it reflects an approach that emphasised
the parties’ genuine ownership of the process. This meant
that CMI as the mediator did not push or raise issues
not agreed by the parties to be of crucial importance.
The CMI organised verification exercises in Sumatra
related to troop numbers and GAM weapons stocks.
The first assessment was done just before the signing
of the MoU and the second only two weeks before
signing. During the first round, Finnish Major-General
Jaakko Oksanen (who would become the first AMM
Deputy Head of Operations) collected information
from Indonesian Army units to compare it with the
number of weapons to be decommissioned. The TNI
believed that the GAM would have 1,400 weapons at
the most. The second assessment sought to verify the
effectiveness of GAM’s chain of command.
This process convinced the CMI and President
Ahtisaari that a peace deal was possible and that the
components were achievable. The late attention to the
decommissioning details left little time to negotiate
the actual modalities of DDR, however. Therefore a
lot was left to be discussed locally between the parties and the implementing body. In the thirty days
after signature, the head of the decommissioning unit
carried out intense negotiations, and pressed hard to
meet the deadlines and goals set. Partly for this reason,
Aceh is not an exemplary case in negotiating DDR.
While weapons were handed over by the GAM on
time, ex-combatants did not emerge from hiding.
GAM fighters did not register themselves when handing in weapons; instead a smaller group of individuals
who were not the original ‘holders’ or users of the
gun handed them over. GAM representatives made it
clear that demobilisation would be done later and
that the finer details would be negotiated separately.
This effectively reduced the scope of the process to
disarmament only.

Picture taken in 2003 near Lhksemawe, Aceh: Women fighters training at a GAM camp (Panos/Martin Adler).

The outcome was a great disappointment to the
decommissioning unit and the IOM who expected
the AMM to provide a list of former combatants in
order to provide clothing, undertake a health check,
distribute funds for the first two months and prepare
for follow up. The same procedure had worked well
with the first round of released prisoners. The process
would have followed practice from other situations
and countries, where demobilisation and disarmament
were directly linked to the provision of reinsertion
and reintegration benefits. With the absence of a list
of demobilised fighters, however, the IOM programme
stalled, and funds had to be returned to Brussels.
The core of decommissioning had survived, yet
questions awaited clarification and settlement, and
spoilers and sceptics tried to exploit the situation. The
peace agreement committed the guerrillas to give
up 840 weapons and demobilise 3,000 combatants.
However, these small and suspiciously precise numbers
did not convince the media and many other observers
and commentators. As a result, the AMM repeatedly
had to explain that not all GAM fighters had been
armed and many weapons were lost during the war
and the 2004 tsunami. The parties were unanimous
on the figures but the spirit of trust among people in
Aceh went through a period of jeopardy.
Not only was the real number of weapons under
discussion, so were the number of fighters. This was
originally started by GAM, based on their concern of

separating fighters from supporters for entry into
programmes. Many GAM members had contributed
through different roles during the decades. Rather
than consisting of small bands of guerrillas hiding in
the hills, combatants over the years moved in and
out of active combat, protecting and supporting the
GAM from towns and villages. Even the bush was
not restricted to fighters; other individuals and families in support roles were also based there. More than
20,000 people could claim being retired fighters and
civilian members. GAM leaders understood that they
risked serious internal discord—and even a potential
security risk—if they agreed only armed members
could qualify and not the thousands of others whose
efforts were regarded as of equal value.
Nevertheless, the number of fighters was strictly
limited in the peace agreement. Discussion over how
to deal with the larger pool of people became increasingly sensitive. The GoI was concerned that recognition of a larger number would leave those supporting
the peace process vulnerable to hard-line nationalists
who would say that GAM had lied during the negotiations, and that if they had larger numbers of personnel,
they must also have more guns.
Discussions were politically loaded with the government demanding a list of names from GAM as a
precondition for any reintegration assistance. The AMM
accepted the demand, in part because it appeared to
fit with international norms on how DDR is normally
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done, and in part because it would advance the building of trust. The IOM also agreed as it met their
expectations of accountability. This demand was
however unacceptable to GAM as the fighters were
still afraid of punishment or revenge if they stepped
forward. And yet not tackling the transition of larger
numbers of GAM presented a potential security risk
if they could not see benefits from the peace process.
The GAM would not provide a list because they
suspected the names would inevitably find its way to
the intelligence services. The GAM leadership also
wished to keep control over reintegration funds in
order to help their own structures when transitioning
from a rebel movement to a political and social body.
The list increasingly became a hot negotiating point
and a bargaining tool for other concessions.
Given that precisely 840 arms had to be handed
over by GAM, it was important to define what
weapons were acceptable to the AMM. Handmade
weapons such as swords, crossbows and knives were
excluded, and only so-called conventional weapons
in working condition were deemed acceptable for
turn-in. A weapon was disqualified if it was in poor
condition, or had broken or missing parts, or if it was
ineffective due to poor construction, materials or other
technical deficiencies.
The issue of accepting custom-made 40mm grenade
launchers that met the functionality, effectiveness and
lethality criteria of the AMM turned out to be a
problem for the GoI. Internal tension grew between
the hawks and doves over the parameters of the MoU.
A view was voiced that as the number of GAM fighters increased, so should the number of weapons to be
decommissioned. The custom-made weapons became
a central point of GoI’s position on decommissioning,
with the AMM accepting the weapons but the GoI
disputing them in order to force GAM to give up
more weapons.
At the end of the third decommissioning round the
GAM indicated that even the number of 840 acceptable weapons might not be reached. With high-level
discussions, and considerable effort by Irwandi Yussuf
(now Governor of Aceh) and the decommissioning
unit, the final goal was reached on 19 December 2005.
The GoI called upon the GAM to verify in a written
statement that they had handed in all their weapons.
After an exchange of letters, the GoI stated that in
spite of the dispute on numbers and quality of the
weapons, they accepted the outcome. As the authorised
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international body, the AMM accepted the disputed
weapons and declared that the GAM had fulfilled its
commitment to disarm by the end of year. Since that
time only about one hundred weapons have been confiscated in Aceh—mainly from criminals and anti-GAM
organisations (‘civil defence forces’ or paramilitaries
previously supported by the GoI, of Javanese origin).
With a population of 4 million, this represents a very
small number of illegal weapons.

Local ownership takes the lead
Parallel to the discussions in Brussels about the agreement implementation process, the GAM emphasised
that international involvement was critical as they
did not want to surrender to the Indonesian army.
They needed dignity, respect and safe methods to
collect and destroy their weapons. In the first Concept
of Operations drafted by the decommissioning unit the
implementation of disarmament was based on the wishes
of GAM, drawing upon good practice elsewhere such
as registration, disbandment and integration. The
importance of showing respect to former fighters was
widely understood and factored into operational procedures: any humiliation could have meant new violence
in the future or resentment of the process.
Arms were to be handed over to an international
body only. Decommissioning teams were to move
from one location to another collecting the weapons
and registering fighters for reintegration without great
publicity. The GAM was also supposed to organise
disarmament events of their own in the presence of the
international monitors. For its part, the GoI demanded
full transparency and the presence of the police and
army in all weapons collection sites and full army
control. This led to the GAM handing in weapons but
refusing to register fighters for formal demobilisation
due to the army presence.

From planning to action
The decommissioning process can be divided into
three periods, covering the phase prior to the Initial
Monitoring Presence was in place through to the
AMM phase:
• Pre-IMP 3–14 August 2005
• During the IMP 15 August–14 September 2005
• During the AMM 15 September–31 December 2005

The pre-IMP period entailed familiarisation with
the situation and players, forecasting a range of scenarios
and detailed planning. It also included preparations to
demonstrate a presence in Aceh when the MoU was
signed on 15 August 2005.
During the IMP period, practical preparations took
place, including:
• Developing the ‘Concept of Operations’;
• Working through a range of technical methods and
procedures;
• Preparing procedures and appropriate documentation;
• Devising the structure and organisation of the mobile
decommissioning teams;
• Recruiting EU and Association of South East Asian
Nations monitors as well as administrative positions;
• Procuring and preparing the necessary equipment,
tools and vehicles; and,
• Preparing to receive and train personnel.
The bulk of the personnel arrived in Indonesia on
the 9 September 2005 for training. Teams became
operational on 13 September 2005, with the first decommissioning event on 15 September—the same day
the Aceh Monitoring Mission was officially launched.
Four mobile decommissioning teams (MDTs) with
ten people covered the whole of Aceh, each with their
own area of responsibility. If needed, they could be
moved to other areas to reinforce or support operations. Working methods were established very quickly,
allowing the decommissioning team to liaise with the
GAM via the Local Committee of Security Arrangements, as well as through other meetings to arrange
for the time and locations of decommissioning.
The HQ decommissioning unit in Banda Aceh was
responsible for planning, documentation and medical
evacuation. MDTs had three functional parts:
• A leadership group, responsible for preparations,
implementation and administration;
• A liaison group, coordinating communications with
the GAM, TNI, police, local authorities as well as
other agencies to establish the weapons collection
sites; and,
• A technical/explosive ordnance disposal (tech/EOD)
group, responsible for the actual destruction of weapons and ammunition.
The tech/EOD group destroyed weapons with a
1.7KW rotary cutting machine powered by generators.
Telescopic sights, weapons cases and other accessories

“For transparency, detailed documentation
of guns and ammunition before and after
destruction occurred, and a full inventory
developed of those weapons given or
returned to the TNI.”

were smashed with sledge hammers and dismantled
with bolt-cutters. Ammunition was destroyed with
explosives provided by the Indonesian army. These
relatively simple and portable methods could be used
as the number of arms was limited and did not include
heavy or large weaponry. For transparency, detailed
documentation of guns and ammunition before and
after destruction occurred, and a full inventory developed of those weapons given or returned to the TNI.
The GAM brought their weapons and ammunition
to agreed weapons collection sites (WCS). There were
18 WCS throughout Aceh, each coordinated with
the police to secure the location and establish crowd
control measures. Each WCS had an area to check
weapons in, a registration area, a storage room for guns
and ammunition, and a destruction area, as well as
viewing areas and space for the media.
Having solid expertise was pivotal for making an
impact in the short time period. Two-thirds of the
DDR experts had a military background, including
working on Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) small arms projects in the
former Soviet Union and Caucasus, decommissioning
in Northern Ireland and EOD work in Lebanon, Iraq
and Sri Lanka. The decommissioning work was undertaken by a 44-person team from 12 countries. For the
first time, human rights monitors took part in a European Security and Defence Policy mission as members
of the decommissioning component. The handbook,
Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration: A practical
field and classroom guide, was used as a guide and whilst
giving a helpful broad outline, the circumstances of
different missions vary so much that a universal manual cannot capture the specificities required.8
Activities occurred from September to December
in four phases concentrating on weapons collection
and destruction during the middle of every month
during which 210 weapons were ‘put beyond use’. This
then led, as agreed and scheduled, to the relocation
of TNI and police in the last ten days of each month.
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The tight timetable was useful for maintaining the
momentum and helped with preventing the parties
from blocking the process.

Managing perceptions, neutrality and safety
In the beginning, a critical challenge was managing
government dignitaries and their entourages so that
their arrival at the sites did not affect the neutral nature
of the disarmament events. It was crucial that the pro
cess be seen by the GAM as dignified and impartial.
On occasions, it appeared that the TNI had ‘ownership’ of the sites, with a loss of control by the AMM.
After the first two rounds of decommissioning this
ceased and did not impact the number of weapons
handed over—as could easily have happened.
The GAM remained secretive and only provided
the location of the first weapons collection sites on
the morning of the decommissioning itself. The first
event saw the surprising choice of a sports field in the
middle of Banda Aceh in front of the main garrison.
The GAM chose places that were strongholds for
them, surrounded by supportive crowds of villagers:
Thousands of civilians gathered, with excitement and
cheering with the GAM’s appearance. Instead of individual GAM fighters handing over their weapons,
the weapons were put into rice and flour sacks and
delivered in bulk by a few GAM representatives. As
the process developed, the GAM became more willing to reveal the weapons collection sites a few days
in advance and worked with the AMM to agree some
of the sites.
An ongoing problem for the decommissioning
unit was the lack of common safety regulations
among the GAM fighters when delivering weapons.
Some of the old explosive devices were literally terrifying. The AMM and the parties had differing perspectives on safety concerns, with government VIPs
and some GAM members wandering around the
destruction area, having discussions in front of the
public. At times the AMM district office monitors
added to the disorder by also entering this space. The
general public was invariably well-behaved and compliant with the safety rules. With a combination of
good luck and professionalism there were no accidents. But the situation highlighted the importance
of having trained personnel and strict discipline on
safety matters.
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Shortfalls and highlights
The DDR exercise in Aceh generated extensive media
coverage, with the GAM providing well-orchestrated
events, and the GoI presenting no obstacles. The media’s
focus on the process was also accompanied by substantial attention from the local population. These two
factors simultaneously helped support and pressure
the parties. Transparency proved to be one of the key
factors to success. This required a proactive approach
from international actors to quell unintended or planted
rumours that might arise when the AMM was not on
top of the media connections.
Early efforts to fund and support ex-combatants’
reintegration into society were unsuccessful because
of the lack of registration and transparency. Assistance
was only given to recipients stipulated in the MoU
and this led to envy and bitterness. Interestingly, the
process was firmly government-led, reducing the
scope for international agencies to provide advice and
direction. Despite concerns, there were few violent
incidents, mostly reprisal attacks related to personal
disputes. Former fighters gradually gained confidence
to return to villages. Incidents verified by the AMM,
most of which were minor, declined from a monthly
high of 107 in October 2005 to 20 in February 2006.
This reflected the high-level commitment of the parties, and the control that senior leaders retained over
local level commanders.
The most problematic component was the demobilisation, with disappointment from within the AMM
that the military chain of command was not severed
in a formal process. This left ongoing suspicion that
GAM fighters had not fully returned to civilian life.
The former fighters may be a source of problems for
many reasons and Aceh proves that, in certain cases,
it can be important to require that people formally
renounce in writing their association with a group or
cause. We believe that the remaining command structure of guerrillas, combatants, freedom fighters – as
you wish – is a key element in the remnants of disorder
today. The development of veteran’s organisations
with open membership can be one way to acknowledge the effort of soldiering and promoting return to
civilian life.
To compensate for the lack of a formal demobilisation
ceremony a ‘Last Weapon Ceremony was conceived
and held on the 21 December 2005 to signify the end
of the decommissioning of GAM weapons. Represent-

atives from the GoI and the GAM were invited to
witness the symbolic destruction of the last six GAM
weapons. A plaque was made from the remains of the
last weapon and jointly presented by the head of the
AMM and senior GAM representative Irwandi Yussuf
to the GoI as a mark of the end of conflict and the
beginning of lasting peace.
The documentation of such projects is often neglected
due to timing and quick staff turnover. In this instance,
the four mobile decommissioning teams and the
leadership compiled individual reports to document
their work. These reports were then combined into
one final report and given to AMM HQ for further
distribution. Forms documenting the receipt, details
and destruction of weapons were also compiled and a
set given to the President of Indonesia and Teungu
Zaharia Saman of the GAM on 27 Dec 2005 and AMM
HQ for relevant EU authorities on 29 Dec 2005.
The Indonesian army has now started recruiting
Acehnese men, receiving some 5,000 applications for
175 positions. However, no former GAM combatants
have so far joined the TNI. The Aceh military district commander has expressed satisfaction about the
security situation, while stating that future threats to
stability may come from internal tensions within
GAM, the poorly managed reintegration programme
and unemployment leading to criminality. Economic
recovery remains a challenging issue.
The number of confiscated weapons has remained
low even though Indonesian gun laws extend to Aceh.
Criminality has increased, though it does not generally entail weapons use. The Governor is satisfied
with the decision reached under AMM auspices to
increase the strength of the Aceh police with a further
2,000 personnel above the MoU cap of 9,100 personnel. Since the AMM left there have been sporadic
incidents involving the excessive use of force by the
police. Human rights training for the police force is a
work in progress.

Conclusion
The components of a DDR processes do not necessarily follow one after another in a fixed order, nor do
these components necessarily occur at the same time.
However, all elements should still be assessed and
planned as part of an overall process with consideration of the local circumstances and needs. In peace
negotiations a general understanding of established

practice could be helpful in this regard, but inserting
standards or models from other situations may not be
advisable.
The AMM concentrated on the details of the agreement and avoided the wider complex array of issues
at play, which were generally Indonesian in nature
rather than specifically linked to the Aceh conflict.
Human rights and reintegration were unquestionably
gaps. The AMM stuck to its core strengths, but this
pragmatic, operational approach did not accord with
all the expectations of a human security approach. In
Aceh one must however remember the limitations of
the mandate and understand that this process was
occurring within a sovereign democratic state, which
had a commitment to peace and was capable of putting
it into practice.

Some suggestions to consider
1. Building memory
The documentation of short and rapid operational
projects is often neglected due to timing pressures
and quick staff turnover. However, for both internal
learning, as well as doctrine and policy development,
clear evaluation, documentation and analysis is crucial.
This should be included in the tasks of any major
DDR-effort from the planning phase through to its
finalisation.
2. Weapons management
Peace agreements and DDR processes should always
include arms control strategies as the first wave of
disarmament often leaves many weapons behind, and
does not often address the issue of weapons in civilian possession. For this purpose the decommissioning
component stored a set of equipment and devices for
later use in the AMM. Some of the decommissioning
personnel joined the AMM as monitors when the
unit was dismissed at the end of 2005. The mechanism was not needed in the case of Aceh, as the local
administration was capable of dealing with those
arms that were found after decommissioning. Given
that the 2004 tsunami may have killed people with
knowledge of buried caches, there may still be arms
yet to be uncovered.
3. Linkages to security sector reform
The Aceh peace process included the elements of DDR
and security sector reform and they were linked in
important ways. After the withdrawal of the internaReflections on Guns, Fighters and Armed Violence in Peace Processes
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tional monitoring mission, both the GoI and the GAM
were willing to increase the number of police—even
though this had been contentious during the peace
talks. This was in recognition of the need to control
criminality and general disorder, and to promote
human rights training within the police force.
4. Local context
International experience calls for the adoption of
common frameworks for post-war programming that
more effectively link disarmament or decommissioning and demobilisation to reintegration measures—and
then to development strategies. Planning for a successful
DDR programme requires an understanding of the
local context, as well as the goals, political will, and
resources that international donors are willing to
contribute. Effective DDR planning also relies on
analyses of possible beneficiaries, power dynamics,
and the nature of the armed conflict and peace process.
5. Spoiler strategies
Mediators are constantly aware of the power and potential of spoilers in a peace process. The threats posed by
spoilers continue well into the implementation phase
and must not be underestimated. Planners should also
identify potential spoilers and the impact they might
have on the DDR process. When possible, spoilers
should be engaged in a peace dialogue, and any outstanding security concerns moved into a separate
process (e.g. sub-committee or working group) to
avoid undermining the implementation efforts.
6. Sustainable reintegration
Reintegration is the key to sustainable peace. While
disarmament and demobilisation are time-bound,
reintegration is an ongoing process. Reintegration
should address the economic and social needs of excombatants (and other war-affected victims), focusing
on providing economic skills and opportunities that
promote reconciliation within the communities where
ex-combatants settle. Close attention however, must
be paid to community perceptions of former combatants. Difficulties can arise if former combatants, at
times guilty of intimidation and human rights abuses,
are ‘rewarded’ with benefits while impoverished communities receive little to nothing. Careful consideration and balancing of individual and collective benefits
can potentially avoid resentment.
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7. Importance of formal disbandment
Formal demobilisation is politically and psychologically
important and it is important to organise a process to
break the chain of command and erase oaths of obligation. Developing mechanisms for symbolic transformation from military to civilian life, such as recognition
of military service and ceremonies to end the service,
should be encouraged. Chains of command, if left
intact, can develop into criminal or terrorist networks.
8. The utility of veteran’s organisations
Ex-combatants of all persuasions have gone on in many
other contexts–Mozambique, Nicaragua, and South
Africa–to form effective organisations that have contri
buted to peace-building in diverse ways. Ex-combatants
have helped identify training and education needs,
keep track of ex-fighters, and provide support. Those
engaged in peace processes could consider the develop
ment of veterans’ organisations during the DDR effort.
9. Women’s roles and contributions
Too often DDR programmes displace women who
have worked in so-called non-traditional jobs or roles
during war. Those who devise activities should ensure
that women’s contributions to society are not undermined. In Aceh the international community acted
very carefully cognizant of cultural sensitivities. This
may not have been the best approach. Women should
be included in peace-building—including DDR—from
the beginning. Additionally, women experience unique
victimisation during war, often suffering sexual violence, rape and other forms of gender-based violence,
and specific substantive assistance needs to be developed to respond effectively.
10. Indicators for impact
The outcome of DDR efforts are easily measured by
the numbers of weapons, ammunition and explosives
processed; the level of grants for reintegration; and
the number of disbanded units and ex-combatants.
However, developing quality impact indicators is also
required and demands sensitivity and a more comprehensive approach. For example, human security
‘success’ could be gauged in Aceh by the increase in
marriages and the resulting population increase.
These types of indicators are extremely valuable for
setting goals and need to be better understood and
applied.
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A MEDIATOR’S PERSPECTIVE
JULIAN THOMAS HOTTINGER

I

am writing from the perspective of a conflict
mediator, and will try to identify within the
different phases of a peace negotiation where the
issues of weapons control and disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) occur and could be
most effectively raised.1 Over the last fifteen years I
have worked with a wide range of warring parties in
Afghanistan, Cambodia, Nicaragua, Indonesia, Northern
Ireland, Rwanda, Liberia, Uganda, Somalia and Sudan.
In all these situations questions around weapons were
contentious. Over that time the doctrine of DDR
has developed significantly, and today the range of
weapons control strategies at a local level are staggering in scope and achievements.
Yet in peace processes, specifically the peace-making
component, these issues are frequently considered
taboo. Be it by the rebel fighter who has come to see
the power and respect that his or her gun brings
them (and their dependents), or a commander who
fears losing control, or the government soldier who
signed up for a job for life and is now a number on a
piece of paper that needs to be purged or moved on
by politicians and powerbrokers.

The universe of armed groups
In the last decade there have been various debates on
how to engage armed groups, what to expect from
them, and which negotiating approaches and techniques to apply. This has been dramatically affected

by the ‘war on terror’ and the intense discussions and
policy reframing by various governments on whom
or what constitutes a terrorist group. Without delving
into the details of this debate, there is a need to recognise the importance and diversity of armed groups and
the consequences for those confronting and engaging
them. An emerging school of thought amongst mediators suggests one should not negotiate with or for the
‘baddest of the bad boys’. This intersects with the lively
debate about how conflict facilitators and mediators
at a multi-track level can address these groups, and
help neutralise their negative effects.
Another feature of engaging rebel groups is the
length of time many combatants have been wedded to
their identity as a fighter. Armed groups have effectively doubled their life expectancy within the last
twenty years. In the 1960s and 70s, an average rebel
force in Africa could either obtain its objectives, or
decide to negotiate, within a life span of roughly six
years. Today, most groups have existed or fought for
more than 12 years. They have spread geographically,
combatants have become more diverse, and common
denominators have reduced with groups also more
heterogeneous.
The fact that these struggles last longer also means
that relationship building tends to require continuous
work by mediators as key individuals get killed or become
reclusive. This may require having to completely renew
contacts, working up the ladder again to obtain consensus on issues, and renegotiating principles that will hope-
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fully make ordinary people’s daily life slightly safer. This
can be both a blessing and a curse, and weapons issues
and DDR would be matters to sound people out on.

The moveable art of mediation
During my mediation training about fifteen years ago,
we were told to be careful in the way(s) we tackled
any debate on disarmament: it was a hot topic and
had to be handled carefully. The truth is that there
was not much alternative but to address it once a cessation of hostilities or cease-fire was obtained, though
little was known on how to ‘do’ DDR. Most of us
were just instinctively addressing the issues without
enough in-depth knowledge. The message, however,
was clear: trying too quickly to solve disarmament
issues or arms control could literally ruin the process.
The issues were deal-breakers.
I recall participating in negotiations where disarma
ment was tabled at the wrong time and in a manner
that prompted some parties to walk out. For armed
groups the only means of survival is fighting and they
will not give up their arms until there is a total guarantee that what was discussed is implementable and
that a credible body will oversee that process. We are
probably too often fixed on counting the confiscated
guns—seen quite often as a measure of success—instead
of thinking of the fighters and their future.
One major risk mediators experience when introducing a certain topic is that the parties run with it
and use it as a bargaining chip: “We are willing to
implement some form of disarmament if you get this
or that for us”. Once caught in such a dynamic, more
harm than good is likely. Especially if the armed group
perceives a push on a particular issue (say disarmament
or human rights), then you are up for bargaining at
every step. Peace negotiations are of course a process
in themselves. Quite often the primary aim of the
parties is ‘to test the water’, see what the universe
of negotiations is made of, perhaps to test their
enemies, and in some cases use a lull in fighting or a
cease-fire to build up their forces and prepare for
further battle.
The world of mediation has become so complex
and specialised with mediators called in to fulfill certain tasks, and then have to drop out as they will not
be seen as neutral by the adversary of the armed group.
A mediator frequently feels strong pressure to tackle
the most urgent needs with the hope of obtaining a

“Like other areas where pride, standing and
history are at stake questions related to DDR
and weapons control have to be introduced
gradually, with a watchful eye to timing.”

drop in violence, leaving substantive and core issues
for later. Weapons issues often fall into this basket, and
from time to time, ‘later’ just never seems to happen.
All that said, and despite the tricky aspects of ‘negotiating disarmament’, it should not be left to the last
moment or be dealt with in scant provisions. Some of
my colleagues would say that such topics should only
be introduced once the negotiations have reached a
point of non-retour, when the deal is firming up and
the parties will not easily walk away. Like other areas
where pride, standing and history are at stake questions
related to DDR and weapons control have to be introduced gradually, with a watchful eye to timing.

Differing interpretations
The connection between DDR and peace negotiations is dynamic, complex, and is constantly shaping
and reshaping the course of peace and war. Despite
its importance, understanding of this relationship
has for too long been fragmentary, chiefly because
three schools of thought—security, DDR and conflict
resolution—offer different and often contradictory
perspectives. But this does not necessarily mean that
no form of collaboration or understanding can be
obtained. What has probably happened is that, over
the years, ways of working and looking at issues has
drastically changed (and will hopefully still evolve),
while experts have become stuck in their respective
fields, not communicating effectively. There is, in some
cases, a view that mediators might also be obstacles
to DDR while in pursuit of a peace deal. On the
other hand, mediators believe they have a more pragmatic approach to DDR.
Additionally, within peace talks, there is typically
an artificial distinction made between disarmament
and arms control discussions. Disarmament refers to
a systematic schedule and planning process for reducing weapons systems and preparation for war, while
arms control is an effort related to the control and
movement of weapons, but does not always entail
taking them out of circulation. If one recognises that
Reflections on Guns, Fighters and Armed Violence in Peace Processes
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disarmament does not necessarily always include
destruction. It is easy to see where definitions get
tricky.
From my experience, members of armed groups’
focus on the first D of DDR, and see this principally
as a reductive and punitive process. I am always fascinated by people who go into the fine details about
what a DDR process should look like, what provisions
should contain, what they should omit, and how they
should be implemented. From what I have seen, there
is no ‘one size fits all’. Nevertheless, there is probably
a minimal threshold for a DDR process to be viable
and three issues appear important to bear in mind.
Firstly, DDR and weapons control efforts are strongly
conditioned by the nature of the conflict. Conflicts
are heterogeneous and often have more explanations
to them than the warring parties admit. The way a
mediator defines a conflict is also a form of engagement (though of course mediators are not supposed
to involve themselves in debates of religious, ethnic
or political nature). A mediator addressing a violent
conflict without first-hand knowledge of the situation at hand must proceed with extreme caution, and
is reliant upon briefings to understand the issues. No
matter how briefed one is (and often mediators today
are over-briefed), it is extremely important to step
into a situation with modesty, empathy and the ability to listen to, and understand the parties’ positions.
Attentiveness to what is not being stated and the
nuances of the situation are equally critical. There is
no quick fix and respect for the distinctiveness of the
conflict and related processes (e.g. past DDR efforts)
is necessary.
Secondly, DDR and weapons control entails a
series of mixed elements. At the start of my career,
a mediator was called upon to negotiate a cease-fire
and there was hope that, if the violence could be
stopped, a disarmament process would follow. Today,
such a strategy is not realistic or achievable. As the
field of conflict mediation has deepened and evolved
so have the expectations of conflicting parties of
their involvement in peace processes. Armed groups
in particular want a total vision of what their future
looks like before they are willing to lay down their
arms. Trust in such contexts is at a low ebb and rises
in slow and small increments. Given this trend, DDR
and weapons issues are increasingly placed in the mid
to latter sections of negotiations.
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Finally, the clauses related to weapons, demobilisation and reintegration, are rarely perfect. No agreement
has all the solutions. Peace agreements are a snapshot
of political compromise at its tightest and finest points.
In this sense an agreement is probably best appreciated
as an initial understanding between conflicting parties for realising co-existence of some sort. In this
process elements are agreed to that are perplexing to
outside observers and civil society. Frequently it seems
that matters related to weapons fall into a grey area,
causing concern particularly in the international
community, where consistency with global standards
is sought.

Phases of peace negotiations
The conventional three-phase approach of peace talks
includes pre-negotiations (talks about talks); substantive negotiations; and a phase that focuses on how
implementation will unfold. In reality, these phases are
not linear, and often overlap in confusing ways. I would
also add pre-pre negotiations, which take in all the
‘leg work’ of going between parties possibly for many
years in advance of any movement to the negotiation
table. Where can DDR and weapons control issues
most beneficially be raised in these phases? Are some
more ‘ripe’ than others?
In the pre-pre-negotiation period third parties or
mediators are in contact with the belligerents in lowkey, deniable ways. This off-the-record contact can
be a period in which a range of issues, sensitivities
and thresholds are explored. This phase frequently
involves linkages with circles that gravitate around
armed groups: members of the diaspora, intellectuals,
family members and other supporters. The aim is to
gradually gain confidence and be introduced into the
combatant circles. This can take years and is not always
successful. But it is necessary, as no group will negotiate properly until the ripe moment has been reached,
where belligerents conclude that the cost of conflict
is unbearable and a solution has to be found.
This process can slowly start to shift attitudes and outlooks. Instead of a confrontational logic, a constructiveargumentative approach is encouraged. Armed groups
are always convinced (at least at this initial stage) that
they are strongly disadvantaged when having to step
into negotiations. There is a need to facilitate ease with
the process by getting the parties used to arguing issues
out instead of fighting them out.

At this point, disarmament-related concepts need
to be taken out of the global policy-research framework and discussed according to the specificities of
the conflict and linked to the types of violations perpetrated. Discussions will be strongly influenced by
the confidence the mediator(s) has acquired with the
rebels and their belief that there is something to gain
by starting to think about dropping their weapons.
Talk invariably goes back and forth on violations and
provides a clear entry point to reinforce international
humanitarian law and human rights standards. These
principles take a long time to discuss and are rarely
accepted by all. The excuse is that the adversary does
not behave much better, or a change in attitude will
be seen as a weakness or that the concepts are uniquely
Western. This last argument has been tabled in the
past by the Janjaweed in Darfur, for example. Finding
some common ground (albeit shifting) on humanitarian issues such as ending sexual violence, protection of
civilians, and respect for prisoners is critical. Ultimately
these issues are strongly linked to combatants and their
future disarming.

The pre-negotiation phase
In the pre-negotiations phase the facilitator or mediator
aims to limit the discussions to practical aspects: Where
to meet? What are the parameters of discussion? What
is the intent of the negotiations? Who will sit at the
negotiation table? Inclusiveness becomes a process at
this point, not only referring to levels of participation
but to the content.2
At this point, pre-conditions start to surface. Within
a mediator’s world, pre-requisites or pre-conditions
are a perennial source of debate. Some colleagues refuse to entertain any discussion of them. Others, like
myself, are less strident, as long as they are not discussed
in this initial phase. To do so the parties need to be
convinced to include them in the future agenda of
talks and that the best way to move these beyond preconditions is to thrash them out at the negotiating
table as full agenda items.
This is also one of the few times that disarmament
is voluntarily raised by the parties, usually as an implacable pre-requisite. In some cases, parties will want
guarantees that they will obtain a blanket amnesty
for coming to the table. Other parties will want the
freeing of prisoners; that the ‘past’ is not investigated;
or, that one party disarms as a show of intent. Such

“There is a great temptation to employ creative
ambiguity, running the risk of embedding an
‘understanding’ that becomes impossible to
remove at later stages of the talks.”

vicarious victories pose numerous challenges and can
shift bargaining positions several times within the
course of a day. It matters little how these conditions
are qualified; they always demand a lot of attention.
There is a great temptation to employ creative
ambiguity, running the risk of embedding an ‘understanding’ that becomes impossible to remove at later
stages of the talks. The danger with creative ambiguity
is that the parties can easily live with it, yet the more
you use it the more you can be trapped by it. Parties
often see it as a form of leverage, twisting an understanding, especially if they had to make some compromises at the table that they hope to gain back.
The questions one is faced with are: Is it the right
moment to deal with these issues? If so, what aspects
are best raised? At this stage, however, the process is
too raw, too fragile to expect anything coherent on an
issue as fraught as weapons. There are two cases that
come to mind in which disarmament was too heavily
insisted upon at this initial phase, for no clear reasons,
when there was not the slightest degree of confidence
between parties, probably even less in the mediators.
The rebels walked out. There is a need for care not
to jeopardise the process for an initial—ultimately
hollow—victory.

Within the substantive phase
At this stage ideas on the shape of DDR start to come
forward, without necessarily labelling it as such. Often
referred to as reconciliation mechanisms, coalition
techniques or standard peace procedures, there is more
space and legitimacy at this point to talk weapons issues.
Encouraging frequent exchange on DDR and weapons
control is desirable. The more sensitised the parties
are to discussing elements and concepts, perhaps the
greater the prospect of coherent provisions.
Maybe the issue, though, is not so much how the
components of DDR or weapons management are
included within peace agreements, but more about
how they are introduced and, ultimately approved by
the negotiating parties. Mixing DDR, particularly
Reflections on Guns, Fighters and Armed Violence in Peace Processes
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disarmament measures, within the overall content of
the process appears a less threatening approach than
having a stand alone capital “D” agenda item. The
parties are best encouraged to see these issues as part
of their larger stated commitment to ending violence.
A mediators’ job is to continuously—though subtly—
demonstrate the connections between security issues
and other concerns.

Within discussions about implementation
A key challenge is to get parties to a peace process to
imagine implementation and to problem-solve the
inevitable hurdles together. The onus shifts dramatically to the government side and it is crucial that
rebel groups and civil society also take responsibility
for turning words into action. Implementation is often
referred to as the ‘Achilles heel’ of peace agreements.
It is important to constantly discuss implementation
while negotiating, encouraging equal doses of creativity, compromise and pragmatism. Furthermore, it
is important to create alternative methods for moving
the implementation process forward, in order to continue the discussions, if a stumbling block emerges.
When negotiating implementation issues, including
helpful actors and methods, the creation of a permanent mechanism may be helpful, such as a committee
or a set of teams to address the problems incurred and
to share responsibilities among the parties. It can instil
a sense of responsibility beyond the negotiation table,
and be useful as an accountability exercise. Finally, all
agreements and post-accord implementation strategies
and measures must be in writing; a golden rule that
is often forgotten.

Conclusion
We have to be clear: peace cannot be acquired without attention to the tools of armed violence, and
consideration of those whose livelihoods and identities are linked to them. There is no space for debate

on this issue. Peace agreements are generally weak,
incomplete, contradictory documents, representing
broad areas of agreement possible at a given time.
The international community has very little leverage,
and knows that the harder they push for an issue, the
less likely it will be implemented. Nevertheless, there
is a tacit agreement that certain principles can no
longer be violated or ignored. If a peace agreement
was signed today and contained clauses which rejected any form of disarmament, most countries would
refuse to recognise the agreement and it would have
to be renegotiated at a later stage. Such a proposal
would simply not stick, civil society would be outraged and victims and their families would be looking
for answers—and perhaps revenge.

Some suggestions to consider
1. An incremental approach
It is impossible to build a universal check-list for each
negotiation phase to ensure that weapons are satisfactorily addressed by the end of the process. But there
are important general guidelines that will increase the
chance of successful disarmament—some of which have
little to do with weapons explicitly. In the pre-prenegotiation phase, for example, the most important
prerequisite is building bonds of trust with the parties.
At the same time, in early discussions, finding common ground on humanitarian issues can provide an
early ‘bridge’ to discussions of weapons later on. DDR
and weapons issues are increasingly placed in the midto-latter substantive phases of the negotiations, while it
is essential that their modalities be adequately addressed
during the implementation discussions, which generally come in the final phase.
2. Walk, don’t run
Pushing too hard or too early on weapons issues runs
the risk of derailing the entire negotiations. It is imperative that negotiators, advisers and others are cognizant
of the connections that fighters have with their weapons,
especially before the point of ‘non retour’ is reached.
3. Different scenarios: different sizes

“We have to be clear: peace cannot be acquired
without attention to the tools of armed violence,
and consideration of those whose livelihoods
and identities are linked to them.”
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Mediators and others often come to the table with
knowledge of global policy ‘good practice’ and the
latest case studies of DDR in other contexts. However
each situation is distinct, and what works in one will
not necessarily work in another. It is important to

keep one’s attention primarily focused on the details,
needs, expectations, attitudes, and trust levels between
the warring parties as they relate to DDR and weapons
control, rather than arbitrarily imposing an external
framework: ‘one size does not fit all.’
4. It’s all connected
A crucial aspect of mediation is highlighting to parties
the explicit and implicit connections between the
various provisions under discussion as they relate to
post-war security. In this context, it may be more
advantageous to discuss DDR as part of the continuum
alongside security sector transformation, justice security reform, humanitarian concerns—and this also
may be less threatening for the parties themselves.
Similarly, longer-term weapons control measures may
appear more logical when discussed as an extension

of DDR. But as noted above, this is not guaranteed
to be so, and every case is different.
5. Transparency is the best policy
Though the temptation to use creative ambiguity may
be strong, and the incentives for avoiding difficult
topics high, it is generally better to be up front and
explicit in discussing key terms, concepts, and approaches
to DDR and weapons control. If it appears that doing
so will be too threatening, it is probably too early in
the process to discuss these issues. Rather than embedding future discussions with a false or misleading
sense of agreement, it is better to wait for the next
opportunity to raise the issues transparently. The flip
side, of course, is not to wait too long. In general,
these issues should be introduced substantively in the
middle phase, not later.
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1 The views contained in this paper are personal and do not reflect
the official perspective of any institution.
2 See for example, Murithi, Tim and Paula Murphy (2007), Under
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